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Abstract
In this paper, we answer the question:

Given a collection of compact sets, can one decide in polynomial time whether
there exists a convex body whose boundary intersects every set in the collection?

We prove that already when the sets are segments in the plane, deciding existence of a
convex stabber is NP-complete. On the positive side, we give a polynomial-time algorithm
(in the full paper) to find a convex transversal to a maximum number of pairwise-disjoint
segments (or pseudodisks) in the plane.

1 Introduction
Let S be a set of line segments in the plane. We say that S is convex-stabbable (or simply
stabbable) if there exists a convex polygon whose boundary C intersects every segment in S; the
closed convex chain C is then called a (convex) transversal or stabber of S.

Research on transversals is an old and rich area. Most of the work, however, has focused on
line (and hyperplane, or flat) transversals, i.e., on determining properties of families of lines that
stab sets of various types of geometric objects. The subject of stabbers or transversals has been
studied from different perspectives: combinatorics (e.g., the complexity of the set of transversals,
or the number of distinct orderings or geometric permutations induced by stabbers), algorithms
(e.g., computing the set of stabbers), and applications (e.g., using transversal theory in curve
reconstruction, line simplification, graphics, motion planning). See, e.g., [2] and references
therein.

The problem of computing a convex transversal was posed by Tamir at the Fourth NYU
Computational Geometry Day [3]. For the case of stabbing vertical line segments, an optimal
algorithm for the problem was presented by Goodrich and Snoeyink in 1989 [1]. They stated
the problem of finding a convex stabber for a set of arbitrary segments in the plane as open.
To the best of our knowledge, there has been no progress on the problem in the last 20 years.

In this paper, we prove that finding a convex transversal for a set of segments in the plane
is NP-complete. We also show (in the full paper) that in 3D it is NP-complete to decide
stabbability of a set of balls.

We also give positive algorithmic results, including an algorithm (based on dynamic pro-
gramming) to decide in polynomial time if a set of pairwise-disjoint segments (or, more generally,
pseudodisks) is stabbable.

2 Stabbing segments in the plane is NP-complete
Our reduction is from 3SAT. The reduction is shown in Fig. 1. We use n, m to denote the
number of the 3SAT variables and clauses.
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Figure 1: From left to right: The variable gadget and the 2 ways to traverse it. The variable gadgets are
threaded onto a convex chain; similarly, the clause gadgets are threaded. The chains (dotted) are not
parts of the construction and are shown only for reference. The clause gadget can be traversed in only
one way. For a clause C = xi ∨ x̄j ∨ x̄k, three paths are shown that pick different subsets of the three
connecting segments. The gadgets and their locations are not to scale: the gadgets are thinner, so that
the points are very close to the supporting line of the segment – this makes the turn angles of the paths
close to π; also, consecutive gadgets along each chain are separated so that a convex terrain can make
independent choices in each of them.

Variable gadget. For each variable we have a gadget that consists of three points (segments
of zero length) and one segment. There are two ways to traverse the gadget corresponding to
setting the variable True or False.
“Squashing”. We make the variable gadget “thin” by moving all three points close to the
supporting line of the segment, and, in addition, by moving the non-middle points far apart.
Variable chain. Variable gadgets are placed along a convex chain, called the variable chain.
The chain is almost vertical, bending to the right only slightly. The variable gadgets are
“clenched” onto the chain, and the distance between consecutive gadgets is large. Thus the
only way to traverse the gadgets with a convex terrain is to visit them one by one, in the order
as they appear along the chain, assigning truth values to the variables in turn in each gadget.
Clause gadgets. The clause gadgets are similarly arranged, one after one, on another almost
vertical convex chain, slightly bending to the left; this clause chain is placed to the right of the
variable chain. Each clause gadget consists of 2 points and a segment.
Connectors. We now place 3m more segments, connecting a variable gadget to a clause
gadget whenever the variable appears in the clause. The placement of the segments’ endpoints
within variable gadgets is as follows. If the variable appears unnegated, the segment touches the
True path through the gadget and does not intersect the False subpath; on the contrary, if the
variable appears negated, the segment touches only the False subpath. In every clause gadget,
segments’ endpoints look the same – see Fig 1; as can be easily checked, a convex terrain can
intersect any two of the segments, but not all three. This finishes the construction.
The reduction. If the 3SAT instance is feasible, the stabber may traverse the variable gadgets
according to the satisfying truth assignment. In each of the clauses, at least one of the connecting
segments (the one connecting to the satisfying variable) may be omitted; the other two are picked
up by one of the three paths.

Conversely, if there exists a stabber, it must omit (at least) one connecting segment per
clause. Set the variable True or False according to whether the omitted segment connects
from a True or from a False part of the variable gadget; this satisfies all of the clauses. The
True/False setting is consistent because any segment omitted by the stabber in the clause gadget
must have been stabbed in the variable gadget, where either only the True-subpath or only the
False-subpath segments are stabbed, but not both.
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3 Stabbing segments
In the full paper, we present details of a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm to decide
stabbability of a set S of pairwise-disjoint segments in the plane. Here, we give a brief summary
and overview of the algorithm. First, we discretize the search space by observing that if S is
stabbable, then the stabber can be assumed to follow bitangents between the segments. We
then define subproblems for the DP: each subproblem is specified by a pair of potential stabber
edges, together with a constant-complexity “bridge” between the edges (the bridge is either a
single segment or a segment–visibility-edge–segment chain). The disjointness of the segments
allows us to determine which segments must be stabbed within the subproblem. We show that
a segment-free triangle can be found that separates a subproblem into smaller subproblems,
which allows the DP to recurse.
Stabbing pseudodisks. Our DP works also in the more general case of S being a collection
of arbitrary pseudodisks. We assume none of the pseudodisks fully contains another (otherwise,
the container can be ignored), so bitangents between the pseudodisks are well defined. Exactly
as in the case of segments, it can be argued that it is enough to search for a stabber whose
vertices are among the intersection points of bitangents to elements of S and boundaries of
elements of S.
Maximum stabbing. Our DP can be modified straightforwardly to find a stabber that stabs
as many pseudodisks as possible. Thus, our algorithm, in its general form, gives the following
theorem:
Theorem 1. A convex transversal that intersects the maximum number of objects in a collection
of pseudodisks can be found in polynomial time.
Convexification. We consider the following problem: Given a set Q of points in the plane,
find the minimum δ ≥ 0 such that shifting each point by distance at most δ brings the points
into convex position. Let δ∗ be the optimal solution to the problem. We observe that the
arrangement of the bitangents to radius-δ disks centered on Q changes combinatorially at the
value δ = δ∗. Thus, there are only a polynomial number of critical values of δ to check, using our
DP that decides the convex stabbability of a set of disks. Thus, δ∗ can be found in polynomial
time. Of course, the running time of this algorithm is very high. A fast 2-approximation can
be obtained as follows: Let Q̄ be the convex hull of Q, and let D be the maximum distance
from a point in Q to the boundary of Q̄. In fact, this 2-approximation algorithm works in any
dimension. An interesting open problem is whether there exists a simple and efficient algorithm
for computing a better-than-2 approximation.
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